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Collaboration & Research
To Form Principles

Methodology 
The Tasks Our Methodology

Explore Regenerative 
Corporate Strategies

Develop a Regenerative 
Corporate Strategy Approach

Explore how this contributes 
to the Wider Regenerative 
Economy

Application of Principles to 
H&M

Consideration of Wider 
Regenerative Economy
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Collaboration & Research

to: explore regenerative corporate strategies

Understand what a regenerative economy is

Look into existing businesses

Formulate guiding questions

6 regenerative principles
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What is
Regenerative?

Dynamic

Net-positive
Systems

approach

Transparency

rooted in place 

Co-evolutionary

Business as sustainability Biomimicry
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How can a regenerative corporate strategy contribute
towards a wider regenerative economy? 

Is it possible to have a regenerative business on a large
scale? 

Can you implement regenerative practices into a
business whose value proposition is not centered
around regenerative values? 

guiding questions
Imperial College London



Nature-Centric

Context-Based

Collaborative

Regenerative principles

Intrinsic
Motivation
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Dynamic

Radical 
Transparency



2nd Second
Largest Global

Retailer

80 Trillion Litres
of Water

90 Million 
Tonnes of Waste 

'Fast fashion is built on responding to current trends and producing cheap alternatives as quickly as possible, relying
on a 'take-make-waste' model' 

The heavy environmental and social impact
of fast fashion (E.g. resource usage,
pollution, working conditions).

H&M’s size and place in market, including
influence on competitors and smaller
brands.

H&M’s reputation issues and current
sustainability practices.

Application of principles to h&M
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Nature-
Centric

Dynamic
Context-

Based
Intrinsic

Motivation
Radical

Transparency

Nature-
Centric

DynamicCollaborative
Context-

Based
Intrinsic

Motivation
Radical

Transparency

What is the 'ideal'
state for a fast

fashion
company? 

What is H&M
currently doing? 

H&M's
Regenerative

Strategy 
GAP ANALYSIS
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Regenerative Strategy for H&M 

Collaborative Governance  

Mapping out all suppliers

Regenerative Agriculture & Bio-based materials 

Circularity
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Collaborative Governance  
Involve sustainability 
leaders in decision-making

Town hall meetings for open
consultation and radical honesty

B O A R D  O F  
G O V E R N E R S

H E A D  O F
S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y

S T R A T E G Y

T O W N  
H A L L

F E E D B A C K
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Farm Feedstock Ginning Recycling Fibre Producing Yarn Skinner Knitting &
Weaving

Fabric/Yarn 
Dyeing

Trims Garment 
Washing

Cutting, 
Sewing, 
Finising

Raw Materials Production Component Production
Product Manufacture 

& Producing 

Know the source Use local knowledge

Fully mapped supply chain
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Regenerative Agriculture and Bio-Based
Materials

phasing out intensive fabrics

supporting  
supply chain to incorporate
regenerative practices

increasing use of bio-
based alternatives
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Circularity 

Consumer
Use

Landfill

Incineration

ExportedDonated

Recycled

PRE - CONSUMER
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L O O O PR E P A I R  &  S W A P
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Implications for a wider regenerative
economy 

Scale up of regenerative
efforts 

across the industry

Encourage industrial
symbiosis 

Upskill consumers to
extend garment lives

Increased use of textile
producers utilising

regenerative practices

Scale up recycling
technologies, like Looop,

across the fashion industry
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Fast fashion business model

H&M as a
publicly
traded
retailer

Highly
competitive

Mass 
Consumption

Mass 
Production

Poor working conditions
Low wages

Short product life

Demand for short term
profitability 

Consumer
value

proposition

Worker 
value

proposition
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% of voting shares

% of  total shares

The Stefan Persson family and related companies Other Shareholders

Shareholder prioritisatioN

Duty to ensure
continued 

 growth and
profit for

shareholders
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SUMMARY 
Imperial College London

 fully
transparent
supply chain

in-store
circularity

efforts

R&D into
regenerative

fibres

 collaboration
within company

and across industry

closing the gap towards a regenerative fast
fashion business model



Thank 
you
Any questions?



appendix

Appendix 1: Full list of companies researched







Scandal Date What happened?

Rana Plaza Building

24/4/13

In 2013 one of the most devastating garment industry events
occurred when a building collapsed killing more than 1,100
people, after multiple reports of the stability of the Rana Plaza
Building 
The factory was a supplier of H&M, and H&M promised better
working conditions, though reports in 2018 and 2021 updated
that though the buildings have solid foundations, they are not
up to fire or electricity codes [67; 68] 

Child Labour

21/8/16

One of the factories H&M sources from was exposed for
employing 14-year-olds
H&M representative claimed it was not a case of child labour
laws, due to laws for labour in Myanmar
Claimed the overworking of these teenagers was unacceptable
[69] 

Marketing Scandal

8/1/16

A children's sweatshirt labelled "coolest monkey in the jungle"
was modelled by a black child
This led to Twitter condemning the brand and the eventual
removal of the sweatshirt from the site [70] 

Gender Based Violence
in the Supply Chain

1/5/18

In 2018 a report was published about the violence women in
H&M's garment supply chain faced [71]
Including first-hand accounts of physical and mental abuse
experienced by the women making the garments that end up
in the H&M stores

Greenwashing

19/8/22

SUNY student Chelsea Commodore alleged she overpaid for a
garment marketed as sustainable - the piece was marketed
due for less water use, when instead the product truthfully
used more [72] 
This was due to the Higg Index scorecard they used, a negative
percentage meant a larger percentage of water and it was
marketed on the website with the decreased amount of water
[73] 

Underpaying producers

11/1/23

It was reported that major brands including H&M were paying
their suppliers the same rate despite the increased rates of
raw materials
Highlighting the power, the purchasing companies have in
pricing the supply chain leading to the suppliers being unable
to pay their workers minimum wage [74] 



Appendix 3: Screenshot of Brac University's online supply chain mapping tool



Appendix 4: Lucidchart exploring 'What is 'Regenerative'?' 





H&M is a founding member of ACT – Action, Collaboration and Transformation, alongside 18 other brands and the global union IndustriALL. 
Created in 2014, ACT sets out five commitments for responsible purchasing. 

BUT

1st October 2018

Even in the UK, average H&M hourly pay ranges 
from approximately £7.57 per hour for Retail Sales
Associate to £14.41 per hour for Warehouse
Associate. 



Possible questions for Q&A

You've said that it's not possible for the fast fashion industry to become regenerative, do you think other industries could become
regenerative?
How was the 6 week process for you? Did you ever get stuck on a section and how did you work through it?
Do you think its possible in the current state that we're living in to have a regenerative economy?
Can fast fashion not exist in a regenerative economy?
Do you have examples of businesses that are applying x (ie bio-based materials) and if not, why is no one doing this?
How do you prevent the town hall from being just a talking shop with no enforceable action?
How do you scape Re:Wear globally? 
You mention biomimicry in nature-centric. Do you have any examples of biomimicry that H&M could follow?



Collaborate and share information within the

industry to share best practice

Collaborate outside of the industry where relevant 

Engaging in innovation for regenerative practices

Nature- 
Centric

Context-
Based

Collaborative

Regenerative principles
Considering nature and ecosystem services at

every business level and decision

Looking to nature to see how business practices

can utilise biomimicry

Embedding circularity 

Transparent about impact, successes, and failures

across initiatives

Honest about current vs. desired state

Reporting in an accessible and explicit manner

Actively implementing innovation within business

and across the industry

Being proactive rather than reactive to issues that

arise

Having continual critical analysis and being

reflexive on areas of improvement

Always considering the triple bottom line in

business decision making

Having a business structure that drives employee

motivation 

Radical 
Transparency

Intrinsic 
Motivation

Dynamic

Addressing the socio-ecological impact of industry

and business practices on specific geographical

locations

Valuing all types of capital essential to the

business operations
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Collaborative Governance  

Involve sustainability 
leaders in decision-making

Town hall meetings for open
consultation and radical honesty
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S T R A T E G Y

T O W N  
H A L L

F E E D B A C K



Fully mapped supply chain

Use local knowledge

Know 
the source



Collaborate and share information within
industry

Collaborate outside of the industry 

Engaging in innovation

Nature-
Centric

Context-
Based

Collaborative

Regenerative principles
Considering nature and ecosystem services 

Implement biomimicry

Embedding circularity 

Transparent about impact, successes, and

failures

Honest about current vs. desired state

Reporting accessibly and explicitly 

Actively implementing innovation

Being proactive rather than reactive

Continual critical analysis and being

reflexive.

Always considering the triple bottom line 

Driving employee motivation 

Radical
Transparency

Intrinsic
Motivation

Dynamic

Addressing socio-ecological impact

Valuing all types of capital 
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Nature-CentricContext-Based

CollaborativeRadical
Transparency

Intrinsic 
Motivation

Dynamic


